
MirrorBooths Packages



MISSION STATEMENT

Reflections Photobooths is dedicated 

to providing our clients an enhanced 

photo booth rental experience through 

unparalleled service, attention to 

detail and extensive knowledge. Our 

commitment to our clients, combined 

with the technological advances of our 

products guarantees we will create 

unique… fun… memorable moments.

MIRROR PHOTOBOOTH

The Mirror Booth is a unique photo-

generating product offering the 

latest technology in interactive 

picture taking. The full-length 

mirror offers a sleek design and a 

user-friendly interface, 

communicating with guests through a 

touch screen of colourful animations 

and entertaining voice guidance.



MIRROR PHOTOBOOTH RETRO MIRROR PHOTOBOOTH



MIRROR BOOTH HIRE

3 Hours 4 Hours Wedding Package- 4 Hours

Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down

Unlimited Sessions Unlimited Sessions Unlimited Sessions

Themed Props Themed Props Themed Props

Enthusiastic Attendant Enthusiastic Attendant Enthusiastic Attendant

Two 2x6  or One 6x4 Print Two 2x6  or One 6x4 Print Four 2x6 or Two 6x4 Print 

Strip Prints

Personalised Template Personalised Template Add Filters

Unlimited Guests Unlimited Guests GIF Feature

Personalised Start Screen Personalised Start Screen SMS Sharing

SMS instant sharing SMS instant sharing Backdrop

Personalised Guest Book

$750 + GST $850 + GST $1000 + GST





PACKAGE FEATURES



Personalised Templates
We personalise every Template to 

suit each client individually. 

Choose how many photos, select 

the orientation + layout and our 

design team will work with you to 

personalise the template to suite 

your theme or event

A Personalised Guestbook is the 

Perfect Addition to capture 

guests well wishes from an 

event. The attendant will make 

sure a copy of every photo is 

stuck in and encourage everyone 

to leave a loving message.

PERSONALISED GUESTBOOK



SHARING FEATURE

SHARING BY MMS

We allow all your guests to send all the Photos taken by 

our Mirror Booth as an SMS message to their phone. Sharing 

by MMS is quick & easy with an on-glass number pad 

SHARING BY EMAIL

The mirror includes a built-in email sharing which can also 

be shared directly on the Mirror touch screen.

SIGN AND STAMP
One of the most exciting features of the Mirror Booth is the 

optional, built-in Signing & Stamping Feature. Guests love 

having the ability to personalize their keepsake with this 

unique and interactive feature.

When the Signature feature is included in a workflow, guests 

will have the ability to draw or sign their name directly on 

the mirror, which will then be printed out on the final 

image.



PROPS
We offer an extensive selection 

of exciting props to cater for 

any kind of event. From hats, 

and glasses, to masks and a 

range of different PVC signs.

We also offer Custom order  

Props consistent with Branding 

for specific events.

GAMES
The Mirror brings any event to 

life with fun interactive games 

which can be played directly on 

the Mirror using the touch 

screen technology.

A selection of games can be 

added into the workflow such as 

TIC TAC TOE and Pong. 



THANK YOU

Kayla Griffiths 0435 930 679

info@reflectionsphotobooths.com.au

www.reflectionsphotobooths.com.au
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